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An autobiography from golf's freshest, most individual voiceIan Poulter is one of golf's most

charismatic figures, with an appeal extending way beyond his sport. Here he tells his inspirational

story, from his early rejection as a Spurs youth player, right through to his match-winning

contributions to successive European Ryder Cup Triumphs. Poulter went from an Assistant

Professional staffing the club shop to a global superstar, turning pro when he still had a handicap of

4 but the drive and self-belief to make it to the top. His infectious optimism, will power and flair have

ensured he remains one of the biggest names on the tour. As well as insights into the crucial

moments in his career, and the life of a professional golfer, he talks about his passions outside the

game, including his own riotous brand of clothing. Just as Poulter's appearance on the scene came

as a refreshing antidote to a sport that was staid and stuffy, so his own book is as forthright and

passionate as Poults himself.
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As the introduction by his managers says, it is early days for Poulter to be writing an autobiography,

but his story and humble beginnings are unusual in the world of golf. I really enjoyed reading about



his formative years and getting insight on what makes him tick. I am a huge Ryder Cup fan, and that

part of his story fascinated me. He is a guy that attracts a huge number of haters - his fascination

with social media and willingness to put himself out there plus his success seems to bring them out

of the woodwork. The ghosting was solid, the organization was good and the book did give a sense

of who he is as a person. I'd give the book a 4 star, but bumped it up to five to offset the haters. I

just wish that an audible version with him narrating was available - I'd have loved to hear that!

Being an American, naturally I am always pulling for our boys to win. But Poulter is one entertaining

guy. I am a fan of his because in many ways, he is very American. He was not born with a silver

"country club" spoon in his mouth. He pulled himself up by his own bootstraps and has had great

success. Something we Americans admire. I hope he continues to have tremendous success, but it

would be OK if some of his teammates stumbled a bit in future Ryder Cup matches. Or perhaps our

own boys got some better captains. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

I bought this for my 9 year old aspiring golfer. The only time I have ever seen him read a 300 page

book, and he did not even complain. The story was well told and Ian Poulter is a great role model for

young golfers.

Alwsys loved the ryder cup and the passion it ignites, was fortunate to be at Medinah to witness the

amazing scenes and taste the champagne in celebration.I remember on the saturday Me and my

friend debating whether to not bother going on sunday to see europe get trounced and it was only

the performances of Poults and Rosie that kept us in it and gave us a sniff of a chance, so glad we

went!

Great view in to the mind of Ian Poulter. Not necessarily a book about golf, but wonderful stories

that not only make him more real but made me a bigger fan. He is a great golfer who built himself to

where he is today and this book can certainly inspire the rest of us to reach for our dreams too! Hit

the fairway Poults!

the Ian Poulter story shows what passion, determination and dogged belief can get you. A really

enjoyable read. Second half seems dominated by the Ryder Cup, still good with behind the scenes

info



Ian spends most of the book justifying his actions over and over. At the end of the day you realise

he is just a big kid who loves toys. A word of advice Ian, don't bother justifying yourself. Keep loving

your family and stay on your journey of self reflection. When you are 50 you will be able to write a

much better account as you better understand yourself.

Downloaded this to have something to read while at work one day. Poulter is one of my favorite pro

golfers and this book reinforced that. From the moment I started reading, I was pulled in. This is one

book that all golf fans should read.
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